
KEY SELLING POINTS FEATURES

Indy™ Evo lets you go totally wireless without conforming 
to the great white norm. These are the true alternative to 
precious, overpriced earbuds that you’re afraid to use, or 
lose, or both.

THERE’S NOTHING BETTER THAN NOTHING. 

True wireless means no wires anywhere. And 
no wires means no snagging, yanking, or 
tangling. Plus, with new Indy Evo, the case and 
the earbuds hold up to 30 hours of total 
playtime, and either bud can take calls or 
activate your assistant.

CELEBRATE YOUR PERSONAL 
INDEPENDENCE.

Indy Evo comes in multiple colorways, so you 
can stay on trend or express yourself 
appropriately. Compared to first-generation 
Indy, Indy Evo is slightly smaller with improved 
ergonomics and bigger sound to fit more ears 
even better.

True Wireless via Bluetooth® 5

Up to 30 Hours Total Battery

6 Hours in Bud + 24 Hours in Case

Rapid Charge: 10 Minutes = 2 Hours

Enhanced Fit and Size

IP55 Sweat, Water, and Dust Resistant 
Earbuds

Titanium Coated Drivers

Call, Track, and Volume Control

Activate Assistant

Touch Controls

Use Either Bud Solo

Track and Find if Lost via Tile®

Music, Movie, and Podcast EQ Modes

Compatible with Skullcandy App

Ambient Listening Mode

USB-C Charging Cable

Fearless Use Promise

2-Year Warranty

BE FREE, NOT FEARFUL.

We made Indy Evo earbuds durable with 
IP55-rated sweat, dust, and water resistance. We 
also made them harder to lose with a built-in 
Tile® tracker. And just in case any part is lost or 
damaged, our Fearless Use Promise means we’ll 
replace it at a discount. 

LISTEN YOUR WAY TO WHATEVER YOU WANT.

Touch controls give you full control of all your 
media directly from your buds. Answer calls, 
jump between tracks, adjust volume, activate an 
assistant, select from different EQ modes, or 
even switch into Ambient Mode to hear more of 
your surroundings—all without ever touching 
your phone. EQ modes can also be controlled 
directly from the Skullcandy App. 

True Wireless Earbuds


